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The hypocenters of microseismic events induced by hydraulic fracturing are

conventionally located with an initial model established from well logs or

perforation shots. In most geological settings, the arrival times are

insufficiently explained without accounting for the velocity changes

introduced by the reservoir stimulation process. The model parameters and

source locations should be inverted simultaneously with arrival time

information. Therefore, the joint inversion of event locations and velocity

model requires the information of anisotropy parameters, which leads to the

problem of the selection of degree of symmetry of anisotropic media in the

inversion process. Since it is not possible to retrieve all elastic moduli from

limited passive seismic data, the joint inversion is constrained to layered vertical

transversely isotropic (VTI) media. Various methods have been proposed to

invert the velocity model and source locations from the arrival times in

anisotropic media, but the number of retrievable parameters in different

parametrization types and acquisition scenarios have not been decisively

discussed. We analyze the sensitivities for event locations and anisotropic

parameters by the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Fréchet

derivatives in a layered anisotropic medium with vertical axis of symmetry.

The singular values and eigenvectors obtained from SVD can be used to predict

which unknown parameters are better constrained by the available traveltimes.

The comparison of different parametrizations and monitoring array

configurations allows to design a better inversion strategy to provide

microseismic event locations and anisotropic parameters.
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1 Introduction

Microseismic monitoring is an important diagnostic tool for

hydraulic fracturing stimulation in unconventional reservoirs

(Grechka, 2010; Maxwell et al., 2010; Li et al., 2019b; Pan

et al., 2022). Locating induced microseismic events is the

primary task in such monitoring, which requires the accurate

velocity model (Eisner et al., 2009; Zimmer et al., 2009; Li et al.,

2020). Traditionally, the velocity models are derived from sonic

logs and perforation shots (Pei et al., 2009; Bardainne and

Gaucher, 2010). As the perforation shots illuminate limited

subsurface, the locations are prone to errors due to the

unreliable velocity information (Grechka et al., 2011; Li et al.,

2013; Li et al., 2019a). Additionally, the hydraulic stimulation and

fractured shales in the reservoir may change the velocity model.

The estimated velocity models may be updated based on the

information supplied by the microseismic events, which is

similar to the passive seismic tomography in global

seismology (Thurber, 1986; Zhang and Thureber, 2003).

As the anisotropy commonly exists in shale (Eisner et al., 2011;

Tsvankin, 2012) and shear wave splitting is commonly observed

(Grechka and Yaskevich, 2014; Grechka, 2015), the isotropic

velocity models are most likely insufficient to explain the

recorded traveltimes in the estimation of velocity simultaneously

with event locations. For example, Grechka et al. (2011) show that

event locations lead to lower residuals when anisotropy is taken into

account. Grechka andDuchkov (2011) propose that isotropicmodel

is inadequate and develop methodology to estimate elements of

elastic moduli from traveltimes observed in downhole geophones.

The challenge of the inversion is that the phase and group velocities

are represented in narrow angular apertures for typical downhole

geometries. Grechka et al. (2011) estimated the anisotropy

simultaneously with events locations in a single-well geometry.

The analysis is based on stiffness tensor and only the downhole

case is discussed. Li et al. (2013) proposed to use differential arrival

times and differential azimuths for event location and anisotropic

tomography, which is also discussed in a single well geometry.

Grechka and Yaskevich (2014) used the traveltimes and

polarizations to invert event locations and parameters for layer

triclinic media using downhole microseismic data with wide

aperture. Michel and Tsvankin (2016) developed an elastic

waveform inversion algorithm to estimate the anisotropic

parameter and source information in the layered vertical

transversely isotropic (VTI) media. In this study, we do not use

full waveforms as the amplitude is often contaminated by noise and

compromised by receiver coupling in downhole monitoring. The

arrival times of the direct P- and S- waves sometimes are more

reliable than the waveforms in the source location.

In the above discussed studies, the downhole geophones in a

single vertical monitoring well are usually assumed and the elastic

stiffness tensor is used to delineate the anisotropic properties.

Alternatively, surface or near-surface arrays are also used in

monitoring hydraulic fracturing (Duncan and Eisner, 2010). In

such geometry most of the rays travel through overburden which

can be characterized as vertical transversely isotropic media (VTI),

and it is enough to describe the observed direct arrival times in field

data (Gei et al., 2011).

In this study, we derive the analytical sensitivities for the elastic

moduli and Thomsen-type parameters (Thomsen, 1986) in the

joint inversion of event locations, source origin times and

anisotropic properties with layered anisotropy assumption. We

investigate the sensitivities of the direct P- and S- arrival time

inversion to source location and anisotropic parameters by using

singular value decomposition (SVD). We compare the sensitivity

matrices derived from microseismic data for downhole geometry

and establish the methodology to judge the effectiveness and limits

of using the traveltimes to invert the unknown parameters.

2 Methodology

2.1 Joint inversion of microseismic
location and anisotropic parameters

The objective function in the joint inversion of the source

location, origin times and anisotropic tomography is the

traveltime differences between the observed arrival time and

the corresponding modelled arrival time. The sensitivities of the

arrival time with respect to the hypocenter xi, the origin times τi,

the anisotropic parametersm and the layer thickness lj are given

by the Fréchet derivativest

F � [ztQ
zm

,
ztQ
zxi

,
ztQ
zτ i

,
ztQ
zlj

], (1)

where tQ is the arrival time and Q is used to denote the wave

types, which can be quasi-P (qP), quasi-SV (qSV) or SH waves

in the anisotropic media (Grechka and Duchkov, 2011). ztQzm are

the derivatives of arrival times with respect to anisotropic

parameters. Different parametrizations have been suggested to

represent the anisotropic properties in homogeneous VTI

medium. The first one is the combinaton of five elastic

modulus, c11, c33, c55, c66, and c13. Alternatively, Thomsen-

type parameters can be used to define a VTI medium. Then m
includes the vertical P- and S-wave velocities, VP0 and VS0, and

the anisotropic coefficients, ε, γ and δ. The derivatives can be

calculated by the chain rule

ztQ
zm

� ztQ
zgQ

zgQ

zm
� − tQ

gQ

zgQ

zm
, (2)

where gQ represents group velocities. The derivation of these

derivatives for qP, qSV and SH is given in Supplementary

Appendix S1.

The second part on the right side of Eq. 1 is the derivatives of

traveltime tQ with respect to source location coordinates

x � {x1, x2, x3}. The location can be expressed by the event
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azimuth α, radial distance r and depth difference h in a

cylindrical coordinate system with the origin at the receiver.

x � {x1, x2, x3} � {rcosα, rsinα, h}. (3)

In our joint inversion approach, the event azimuth is

assumed to be known as they are independently measured

from particle polarization, from the work of Eisner et al.,

2009. The sensitivity of arrival times with respect to

hypocenter can be expressed as

ztQ
zx

� ztQ
z{r, h} � −{pQ

r , p
Q
h }, (4)

where pQ
r and pQ

h are the radial and vertical slowness, which

are associated with anisotropic parameters and propagation

angle.

The third part on the right side of Eq. 1 is the derivatives of

arrival time tQ with respect to the origin times τi. In the

inversion, microseismic events are independently evaluated

and the arrival time is only relevant with its own origin time.

If the number of microseismic events is n, ztQzτi
is the n × n identity

matrix. It’s equal to Iij for the j-th event.

The last part is the sensitivity with respect to the layer

thickness. This problem has been discussed by Li et al. (2013).

The sensitivity expression is

ztQ
zlj

� pQ
r (tanφ2 − tanφ1) + 1

cosφ1g
Q
1

− 1

cosφ2g
Q
2

, (5)

To specify the case to calculate the derivatives in the equations,

here we assume the ray travels downwards, the terms should be

adjusted in upward cases. φ1 and φ2 are the group angles in the

first and second layer, respectively. gQ
1 and gQ

2 represent the

corresponding group velocities.

As the derivatives {ztQzm,
ztQ
zxi
, ztQzτi

, ztQzlj } have different unit

dimensions, they should be scaled by factors to balance the

contributions from different unknowns (Grechka et al., 2011).

Here the factors we choose are the mean source-receiver distance

f(x) � mean(|x|), the mean arrival times f(τ) � mean(|tQ|)
and the mean layer thickness f(l) � mean(|l|). The matrix used

in sensitivity analysis can be expressed as

F � [(f(x)
f(τ))

2

{ztQ
zc

}, f(x) ztQ
zxi

, f(τ) ztQ
zτ i

, f(l) ztQ
zlj

], or
F � [f(x)

f(τ) {
ztQ
zVP0

,
ztQ
zVS0

}, {ztQ
zε,

,
ztQ
zγ

,
ztQ
δ
}, f(x) ztQ

zxi
, f(τ) ztQ

zτi
, f(l) ztQ

zlj
].
(6)

2.2 Singular value decomposition

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a matrix is a

factorization into three parts. It indicates the algebraic

properties and provides important geometrical insights of the

original matrix. The quantitative assessment of the joint

inversion can be obtained by applying singular value

decomposition to the Fréchet derivatives (Grechka et al., 2011;

Kazei and Alkhalifah, 2018)

F � u s wT , (7)

where u is an orthogonal matrix and consists of eigenvectors

of FFT , s is a diagonal matrix with singular values on the

diagonal, w is an orthogonal eigenvector matrix and consists

of eigenvectors of FTF , and wT is the conjugate transpose of

w. The absolute magnitude of the diagonal elements of s show
how perturbations in the corresponding eigenvectors shift the

arrival times. And the values of the elements in each

eigenvector show the relative weight of the parameters in

FIGURE 1
The layered anisotropic model used in synthetic tests. There
are 11 receivers (green triangles) located in themonitoring well and
two fracture systems in the third layer, which is associated with five
microseismic events (red stars and red dots).

TABLE 1 The anisotropic parameters of the four layers.

Layer 1 2 3 4

c11 (km/s)2 20.0111 22.8211 18.4782 23.7995

c33 (km/s)2 16.4025 18.4041 13.1987 19.1932

c55 (km/s)2 5.5885 6.4009 5.1984 7.1985

c66 (km/s)2 7.1533 7.9371 7.2778 8.3502

c13 (km/s)2 7.1810 7.9494 5.6091 8.4593

VP0 (km/s) 4.050 4.290 3.633 4.381

VS0 (km/s) 2.364 2.530 2.280 2.683

ε 0.11 0.12 0.20 0.12

γ 0.14 0.12 0.20 0.08

δ 0.13 0.14 0.25 0.22
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joint inversion. The number of non-zero values on the

diagonal of matrix s indicates the invertible linear

combinations of parameters. If it is less than the number of

parameters, some trade-offs between the parameters exist in

the inversion. As the eigenvectors are unit vectors and

orthogonal to each other, the ideal parametrization is that

each eigenvector has only one non-zero element. Then we

could invert the parameter one by one, from the eigenvector

with large singular value to small. Usually the eigenvectors

have multiple non-zero elements and the crosstalk issues are

introduced. Then, the rough inversion strategy is that we

could sort the eigenvectors based on its corresponding

singular values and invert the dominant diagonal elements

sequentially.

FIGURE 2
(A) The sensitivity analysis of the joint inversion using qP arrival times in the downhole array. The anisotropic is represented by cij
parametrization. (B) the rows of eigenvector matrix are sorted to make it diagonally dominant as possible. The horizontal axis shows the index of
eigenvectors, the vertical axis on the left shows the corresponding normalized singular values, and the vertical axis on the right shows the
represented parameters. The blue solid dotted line in (B) indicates the suggestion inversion sequence of the unknowns. The singular values
close to zero means the parameters on the right do not contribute to the observed data.
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3 Synthetic examples

To illustrate the sensitivity analysis in the joint inversion, we

use a model with four layers. It is shown in Figure 1. The

anisotropic parameters (density-normalized stiffness matrix in

Voigt notation) used in the synthetic tests are shown in Table 1

(Li et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2019). In the third layer, which is

assumed to be the reservoir, there are ten events divided into two

fracture systems. The arrival times of the microseismic events are

calculated analytically.

As the data in microseismic is often not sufficient to pick

all three waves (qP, qSV and SH), we discuss two cases that

only the arrival times of P-wave are used or the arrival times of

three wave types are all used in the joint inversion. For the

application of field data, the initial guess of the anisotropic

parameters is derived from the polarization analysis of the

FIGURE 3
(A) The sensitivity analysis of the joint inversion using qP arrival times in the downhole array. The anisotropic is represented by Thomesen
parametrization. (B) the rows of eigenvectormatrix are sorted tomake it diagonally dominant as possible. The singular values close to zeromeans the
parameters on the right do not contribute to the observed data.
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seismic data (Grechka et al., 2011). A least-squares objective

function is constructed to invert the anisotropic model with a

local isotropic assumption (Grechka and Mateeva, 2007). As

we are only focusing on the sensitivity analysis in this study,

the parameters of mentioned above are directly used with 5%

randomly perturbation. In the analysis of specific cases, firstly

the Fréchet derivatives (Eq. 6) is calculated and used as the

input for SVD. Then the eigenvectors are sorted by their

corresponding singular values. Then the element in the

column are automatically sequenced by the maximum value

and formed the suggested inversion strategy. With less

parameter with singular values close to zero, the inversion

process is better constrained.

First, we use the qP arrival times of ten microseismic event

recorded by all receivers in sensitivity analysis. When the

elastic moduli are used to represent the anisotropic media,

the results are shown in Figure 2. The singular values close to

zero indicates there are four parameters that can not be

FIGURE 4
(A) The sensitivity analysis of the joint inversion using the arrival times of qP wave and two S- waves. The anisotropic is represented by cij
parametrization. (B) the rows of eigenvector matrix are sorted to make it diagonally dominant as possible. The absence of singular values close to
zero means all the parameters on the right contribute to the observed data.
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inverted. By resorting the rows to make it with best diagonal

dominance, we can find that the smallest singular values

correspond to c66. They are poorly constrained as the

arrival times of S- waves are not used.

When the initial model is close to the true solution,

Figure 2B shows the methodology to invert the parameters

in the downhole geometry shown in Figure 1. When only the

arrival times of P- waves are used, the arrival times are

strongly related with c66, c11, the radial distance r and the

vertical distance h. The values of layer thickness l and the

origin times τ have lower sensitivity to the arrival times. The

value of c13 is least constrained in the joint inversion. When

only the arrival times of P-wave are available, the columns that

have non-zero singular values have off-diagonal elements with

high values. It indicates the crosstalk between the parameters

are introduced and some trade-off exist. The parameter array

FIGURE 5
(A) The sensitivity analysis of the joint inversion using the arrival times of qPwave and two S-waves. The anisotropic is represented by Thomsen-
type parametrization. (B) the rows of eigenvector matrix are sorted to make it diagonally dominant as possible. The absence of singular values close
to zero means all the parameters on the right contribute to the observed data.
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on the right in Figure 2B shows the possible inversion

sequence, from the best constrained parameter to the worst.

Figure 3 shows the result when the anisotropic media are

represented by Thomsen-type parameters. In this case, the

sensitivity analysis provided the relation sequence: VP0, ε, r, h, δ,

l andVS0. It has four near-zero singular values corresponding to γ in

the four layers, which means they can not be inverted in the joint

inversion.

When the arrival times of three wave types are used, the

anisotropic parameters are better constrained in the inversion.

Figures 4, 5 show the result. Figure 4B indicates that c55, c66, c13
and c11 have the highest possibility to be inverted from the

inversion. The second group is the radial and vertical distance

r, h, and c33. The similar colors of r and h in each column

indicate that the two parameters trade-off with each other. The

third group is the excitation time of ten events and the layer

thickness. Figure 5B shows that the relation

sequence becomes VS0, VP0, ε, γ, δ, r, h. The parameters

that are not well constrained in the

joint inversion are still the excitation times and layer

thickness.

We used the downhole array to illustrate the proposed

method, and it is also applicable to surface geometries or more

mircoseismic events. The difference is the traveltimes

calculation for the relative locations between receiver and

microseismic sources. In the specific cases, the analysis

process should be performed respectively and the terms in

the derivatives need to be adjusted accordingly. The inferred

inversion strategy highly depends on the locations of the

events and receivers, but the main procedures are quite

similar and not included here.

4 Conclusion

The sensitivity analysis of the joint inversion are obtained

by the SVD of the Fréchet derivative matrix. As the monitoring

arrays affect the measured quantities, this analysis should be

done for each specific monitoring array. We use elastic moduli

and Thomsen-type parametrization to describe the VTI media

as the horizontal shale layers often have vertical axis of

symmetry.

We derive the derivative of group velocity with respect to

the elastic moduli and Thomsen-type parameters. We

demonstrate how to establish the Fréchet derivative matrix

in the joint inversion of anisotropic parameters and source

locations. We show how to perform the sensitivity analysis to

the monitoring array. It gives the tool to judge the constrain on

the unknows in the joint inversion when limited data are

obtained.
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